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Alexandra Smith

This multi-strand bracelet features a soft color palette of Swarovski Crystal pearls, daintily spaced along fine beading chain

using Beadalon Bead Bumpers. The design is completed using crimp cord ends to attach a fluted magnetic clasp.

What You'll Need

Beadalon Bead Bumpers, Oval Silicone Spacers 2mm, 50 Pieces, Silver

SKU: BMP-0108

Project uses 68 pieces

Silver Plated Fine Beading Chain, .7mm, by the Foot

SKU: CHA-1620

Project uses 2 feet

Swarovski Crystal, #5810 Round Faux Pearl Beads 4mm, 50 Pieces, Powder Rose

SKU: SWP-4013

Project uses 18 beads

Swarovski Crystal, #5810 Round Faux Pearl Beads 3mm, 50 Pieces, White

SKU: SWP-3001

Project uses 14 beads

Silver Plated Cord Ends / 2 x 3mm Crimp Beads With Loop (100)

SKU: FCR-1320

Project uses 4 pieces

Magnetic Clasps, Fluted Barrel Shape 9x5mm, 2 Sets, Silver Plated

SKU: FCL-0732

Project uses 1 piece

Silver Plated Open Jump Rings 4mm 21 Gauge Thick (100)

SKU: FJR-5140

Project uses 2 pieces

Recommended Tools: 

[XTL-5600] Sharp Flush Cutter Pliers - For Cutting Beading Wire, 1 Piece, [XTL-0020] Baby

Wubbers Quality Fine Chain Nose Jeweller's Pliers, [XTL-5200] Standard Size Beading

Crimping Pliers (For 2x2mm & 2x1mm Crimp Beads)

Instructions

These instructions will make a 6.5 inch bracelet. To adjust the size, choose your desired lengths of beading chain. Note: for a longer bracelet, you will need

to purchase more chain.
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1. To view helpful tips for creating this design, please watch the video Quick Tip: Using Bead Bumpers with Beading Chain

2. Begin by using flush cutters to cut four 6 inch lengths of 0.7mm sleek beading chain.

3. Onto one length of chain, string the following: one bead bumper, one pink pearl, and one bead bumper. Then string on one bead bumper, one white
pearl, and one bead bumper. Separate your two pearls 0.5 inches apart using the bead bumpers, as shown in the video. Continue this pattern and spacing
four more times, then add one more pink pearl with a bead bumper on either side. Repeat this step exactly on your second length of chain.

4. Follow the above pattern on your third and fourth lengths of chain, this time spacing your alternating pink and white pearls one inch apart for a total of
five pearls. 

5. Slide the ends of two of your chains into a crimp cord end, and crimp the bead. Repeat this step on the opposite side of your chains. Do this for both
ends of your other two chain lengths as well.

6. To attach your clasp: Use pliers to open a 4mm jump ring and slide on two of your crimp cord end loops. Also slide on the loop on one side of your
magnetic clasp. Close the jump ring. Repeat this step to attach the other half of your clasp on the opposite side of your bracelet. Enjoy!
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